Social transmission of face preferences among humans
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Previous studies demonstrating mate choice copying effects among females in non-human species have led many researchers to propose that social transmission of mate preferences may influence sexual selection for male traits. Although it has been suggested that social transmission may also influence mate preferences in humans, there is little empirical support for such effects. Here, we show that observing other women with smiling (i.e. positive) expressions looking at male faces increased women’s preferences for those men to a greater extent than did observing women with neutral (i.e. relatively negative) expressions looking at male faces. By contrast, the reverse was true for male participants (i.e. observing women with neutral expressions looking at male faces increased male participant’s preferences for those men to a greater extent than did observing women smiling at male faces). This latter finding suggests that within-sex competition promotes negative attitudes among men towards other men who are the target of positive social interest from women. Our findings demonstrate that social transmission of face preferences influences judgments of men’s attractiveness, potentially demonstrating a mechanism for social transmission of mate preferences.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mate choice copying has been observed among females in a number of different non-human species (for reviews see Dugatkin 2000; Brown & Fawcett 2005; Galef & Laland 2005), including guppies (e.g. Dugatkin 1992; Dugatkin & Godin 1993; Godin et al. 2005), Japanese quail (e.g. Galef & White 1998; White & Galef 2000; Ophir & Galef 2003) and zebra finches (Swaddle et al. 2005). Studies have demonstrated that females who observe another female that was paired with one of two males are subsequently more likely to prefer the male that was paired with the female over the unpaired male (Dugatkin 1992; Dugatkin & Godin 1993; Galef & White 1998; White & Galef 2000; Ophir & Galef 2003; Swaddle et al. 2005). Furthermore, experiments have shown that such effects cannot be explained by changes to males’ behaviour after pairing with females or females preferring locations where more conspecifics had been present (see White (2004) and Brown & Fawcett (2005) for discussion). Indeed, copying effects in female mate choice are not limited to preferences for the specific males that were seen during the observation phase, but also generalize to preferences for novel males that are physically similar to the paired male (White & Galef 2000; Godin et al. 2005; Swaddle et al. 2005). While orthodox models of sexual selection have emphasized genetic influences on female mate preferences (e.g. Andersson 1994), mate choice copying effects such as those outlined above have led many researchers to propose that social transmission of mate preferences may also contribute to sexual selection for male traits (Kirkpatrick & Dugatkin 1994; Laland 1994; Brown & Fawcett 2005; Galef & Laland 2005).

Mate choice copying in females could be adaptive when there is a cost (e.g. time and energy) in evaluating the quality of potential mates or when discrimination between the quality of potential mates is difficult (Wade & Pruett-Jones 1990). Although researchers have suggested that social transmission of mate preferences may occur among women (e.g. Dugatkin 2000; Uller & Johansson 2003; Brown & Fawcett 2005), few empirical studies have investigated this issue (Uller & Johansson 2003). Uller & Johansson (2003) tested for evidence of mate choice copying among women by assessing the effect of the presence or absence of a wedding ring on women’s attractiveness ratings of men, but found no evidence for mate choice copying among women (i.e. the presence of wedding rings on men did not increase women’s attractiveness ratings of the men). Thus, Uller & Johansson (2003) suggested that social transmission of mate preferences among women might be more complicated than the mate choice copying effects observed in other species. Indeed, relatively subtle cues to the valence of women’s attitudes to certain men may influence other women’s preferences for those men.

People are adept at integrating information from cues to the direction of others’ social interest (e.g. head or gaze direction) and cues to their emotional state (e.g. facial
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expressions) in order to discern their intentions and attitudes (Adams & Kleck 2003; Jones et al. 2006). Such cues may therefore contribute to social transmission of preferences among humans. In light of this, here, we tested if women’s preferences for men’s faces are influenced by facial cues of other women’s attitudes to those men. Specifically, we compared the effect of observing other women smiling at male faces (indicating positive interest in those men) to the effect of observing other women with a relatively negative expression looking at male faces (indicating less interest in those men).

In our experiment, participants first viewed eight pairs of male faces and indicated which face in each pair they preferred and how strongly they preferred it. Following this, participants viewed a slideshow where they saw the same pairs of male faces, but in which a woman was shown looking at one of the men in each pair with either a happy expression (i.e. smiling) or a relatively negative (i.e. neutral) expression. After the slide show, participants repeated the initial face preference test. If women are influenced by cues of other women’s attitudes to the men, we predicted that female observers would increase their preference for men who they had seen being smiled at by women more than they would increase their preference for men who they had seen being looked at by women with a neutral expression. Previous studies have also used attractiveness judgments of own-sex faces to test hypotheses concerning within-sex competition effects on social behaviour (Fisher 2004).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Stimuli

Stimuli were full-colour face images of young, white European adults from the Karolinska directed emotional faces (KDEF) image set (Lundqvist & Litton 1998).

Thirty male faces with neutral expressions facing directly at the camera were rated by 40 female participants (mean age = 22.94 years, s.d. = 6.33; Cronbach’s α = 0.95) for attractiveness on a scale from 1 (very unattractive) to 7 (very attractive). Previous studies have also used attractiveness judgments of own-sex faces to test hypotheses concerning within-sex competition effects on social behaviour (Fisher 2004).

(b) Procedure

The procedure consisted of three parts: (i) a preliminary test of attraction to male faces (pre-observation phase test), (ii) an
observation phase, and (iii) a repeat of the test of attraction to male faces (post-observation phase test). Participants were 28 women (mean age = 24.30 years, s.d. = 6.15) and 28 men (mean age = 26.04 years, s.d. = 6.63).

In the pre-observation test, participants were shown eight pairs of male faces, roughly matched for attractiveness, and were asked to indicate which face was more attractive on an 8-point scale (figure 1). The face in each pair that was to be looked at by the female face during the observation phase was designated as the target face. Thus, each of the eight decisions were coded as follows: 7, target face judged as ‘much more attractive’; 6, target face judged as ‘more attractive’; 5, target face judged as ‘somewhat attractive’; 4, target face judged as ‘slightly more attractive’; 3, non-target (paired) face judged as ‘slightly more attractive’; 2, non-target face judged as ‘somewhat more attractive’; 1, non-target face judged as ‘more attractive’ and 0, non-target face judged as ‘much more attractive’. The order and side of presentation were fully randomized.

In the observation phase, participants viewed these same pairs of male faces, this time flanking a female face. Each of the eight pairs of male faces was associated with a different female face. Female faces were shown in profile, looking at one of the male faces in each pair. One half of the female faces were shown with a neutral expression, the other half of the female faces were shown with a smiling expression. To control for any possible effects due to the characteristics of the individual male or female faces, participants were allocated to one of the four conditions that fully counterbalanced which male faces were being looked at with a neutral versus smiling expression and which face in each pair was being looked at (figure 2). To control for possible effects of side biases in visual attention (Uttl & Pilkenton-Taylor 2001) and/or expression processing (Burt & Perrett 1997), each group of three faces was shown twice, once with the female face looking to the left and once with the female face looking to the right and the side of presentation of the male faces reversed. Groupings were shown for 2 s each, totalling 32 s of observation.

Immediately after the observation phase of the study, participants completed a post-observation face preference test that was identical to the pre-observation test.
3. RESULTS

Responses were analysed using a mixed design ANOVA with the dependent variable change in attractiveness of preference for looked-at faces (i.e. post-observation minus pre-observation), within-subjects factor facial expression of observed women (happy, neutral) and between-subjects factors looked-at face (face A, face B), smiled-at group (group 1, group 2) and sex of participant (male, female). Consistent with our hypotheses, this analysis revealed a significant interaction between sex of participant and facial expression of observed women (F(1,48) = 8.70, p = 0.005; figure 3) and no other significant effects (all F < 2.14, all p > 0.15).

For female participants, a paired samples t-test comparing the change in mean strength of preference for target faces in the happy and neutral conditions showed that the increase in preference for faces that were smiled at by women during the observation phase was greater than that for faces that were looked at by women with neutral expressions (t(27) = 2.44, p = 0.021). By contrast, for male participants, the increase in preference for faces that were looked at by women with neutral expressions during the observation phase was greater than that for faces that were smiled at by women (t(27) = -2.22, p = 0.035).

4. DISCUSSION

Our findings demonstrate that facial cues to others’ attitudes about faces influence viewers’ preferences for those faces. For female participants, observing other women smiling at male faces increased the strength of their preferences for these male faces, while observing other women with a relatively negative expression looking at male faces tended to decrease the strength of their preferences for those male faces. These findings show that social transmission of preferences influences women’s attractiveness judgments of men’s faces. Importantly, our findings cannot be explained as a by-product of individual differences in attractiveness to different types of male faces (e.g. Penton-Voak et al. 1999; Little et al. 2001, 2002; Jones et al. 2005) because we show a within-subjects change in women’s face preferences following the observation phase of the experiment.

Consistent with our hypotheses, observing women either smiling at male faces or looking at male faces with a neutral expression affected men’s judgments of the male faces differently from the way they affected women’s judgments. For male participants, observing other women looking at a male face with a neutral expression increased the strength of their preferences for this same male face, while observing other women smiling at a male face decreased the strength of their preferences for this same male face. This effect is consistent with the proposal that within-sex competition promotes negative attitudes towards men who are the target of positive social interest from women (Buss 1994). While social transmission of face preferences affected female participants’ attitudes to these men in a way that was congruent with the observed women’s attitudes, it appears to have an opposite effect on male participants’ attitudes to these men. Our findings for social transmission of face preferences are therefore difficult to explain simply in terms of attractiveness after-effects, since recent visual experience with a given face configuration increases the attractiveness of that face configuration irrespective of the sex of the perceiver (Little et al. 2005; Buckingham et al. 2006).

Uller & Johansson (2003) suggested that social transmission of mate preferences among women might be more sophisticated than the mate choice copying effects observed in non-human females. Our findings for female participants’ attractiveness judgments of male faces are consistent with this proposal, as they demonstrate that the valence of other women’s attitudes towards certain men influences female observers’ preferences for these men. Nonetheless, in so far as attractiveness ratings of opposite-sex faces reflect mate preferences, our findings are also consistent with the suggestion that social transmission may influence women’s mate preferences (Dugatkin 2000; Brown & Fawcett 2005). However, further research is required to compare the extent to which social transmission of face preferences influences women’s preferences for potential mates and same-sex associates and also to investigate the extent to which social transmission of face preferences among same-sex groups influences person perception. Such research would offer insights into the extent to which the effects we observed reflect social transmission of mate preferences specifically or social transmission of positive regard more generally.

Although the valence of women’s interest in target males was systematically manipulated in our experiment, empirical findings from previous studies have found that women demonstrate positive attitudes to men displaying cues that are associated with possible direct and indirect benefits (e.g. high health, high socioeconomic status, willingness to invest in offspring: Hume & Montgomerie 2001; Roberts et al. 2005; Roney et al. 2006). Furthermore, Hazlett & Hoehn-Saric (2000) found that women were more likely to spontaneously smile when viewing attractive male faces than when viewing unattractive male faces (as indicated by greater zygomatic electromyographic responses when viewing the attractive faces). Thus, social transmission of face preferences among women during social encounters may reinforce preferences for these attractive male traits.
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